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Bank of America is cutting 30,000
jobs. The banking industry is
feeling pressure from investors to
control expenses and generate
revenue in a soft U.S. economy.
Rival bank JPMorgan Chase
operates with fewer employees than
Bank of America (BAC). BAC’s
mass layoff is one of the largest in
U.S. history.
To accomplish its goal of saving $5
billion and increasing profits, BOA
named its plan Project New BAC. It
receives negative media attention.
BAC is the largest U.S. lender by
assets. Its expenses climbed 32% in
2010 for 288,000 workers. BOA
hopes to bolster profits and save $5
billion by trimming its consumer
banking division from 160,000
employees to 130,000.







Bank of America’s stock tumbles 48% in 2011, making it Dow
Jones’ worst performer. CEO Moynihan seeks to boost profit,
reduce cost and make a strong statement to stakeholders about
“getting leaner,” as it minimizes the negative impact of cutting
30,000 employees.
BAC’s solution? Project New BAC: Phase I & II. It has been vilified
by online media, requires emergency proactive intervention and a
strong integrative social media presence to save itself from attack
and failure.
Additionally, PR firms are reluctant to work with the bank. The PR
team for the largest U.S. bank currently consists of just six people!





BOA Website: A statement announces Project New
BAC as key to the company’s strategy of focusing its
resources on serving individuals, companies and
institutional investors. PNBAC is comprised of Phases I
and II.
BAC News Release: “Bank of America's goal is not a
given number of job reductions, but rather implementation of
New BAC decisions. As the decisions are implemented,
employment levels in the areas under review during Phase I
are expected to be reduced by approximately 30,000 jobs over
the next few years. The company expects that attrition and
the elimination of appropriate unfilled roles will be a
significant part of the anticipated decrease in jobs.”







Phase I of New BAC, nearing completion, is a fivemonth executive review, “generating 150,000 ideas
from 44 BOA executives” who reviewed the consumer
side of the bank, which includes home mortgages,
credit cards and technology.
Executives conclude that the best idea is to categorize
the mass layoffs as attrition, hiring freezes and a
reduction of “redundant systems inherited from prior
acquisitions.”
The first phase of Project New BAC focuses on
consumer banking, credit cards, home loans and
technology. The effort will shave about 18 percent from
the company's $27 billion in consumer-related
expenses.





Phase II begins October 2011 and continues
through April 2012, covering institutional
services in global markets, commercial banking
and corporate banking.
“When you take Phase I, and combine with
Phase II, we feel comfortable we’ll get back to
the 55 percent efficiency ratio we talked about
in March,” Moynihan said.

Media coverage, predominantly negative and critical
of BOA, predicts Project New BAC will fail due to:






BOA’s $4 billion dollar purchase of the subprime
lender Countywide, which could “go down as the
most self-destructive acquisition of all time.”
Multiple consumer and regulatory lawsuits.
Stricter regulatory environment makes growth
difficult for large banks (to combat, BOA
implemented a $5 monthly debit card usage fee).

Project New BAC is generally booed in online media:
“You don’t name an expense plan.”—PNC CEO James Rohr
“Today’s talk by Bank of America (BAC) CEO Brian Moynihan
was an attempt to reassure investors without telling them
anything.”—CBS financial blogger Constantine von
Hoffman
“Compared with the magnitude of the challenge, Project New
BAC is a Band-Aid. It won’t stop the bleeding.”—CBS
Business Network

Evident Trends and Themes in Coverage:
Project New BAC blogger coverage has been
predominantly negative, but had tepid favorable
coverage with Bloomberg, NY Times, NPR, WSJ and
other traditional media.
Although BOA describes itself as a “global company,”
multi-cultural media is absent.
Consumers and the media have control of New BAC’s
PR.
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TWITTER: BAC Twitter account: https://twitter.com/#!/BofA_News
fails to promote or mention any phase of Project New BAC.
A periphery tweet states “CEO Moynihan Streamlines Management &
Operations,” without providing a link for more information.
BAC’s Twitter account has less than 8,000 followers and has tweeted
fewer than 300 times, with no mention of Project New BAC.
FACEBOOK: BAC page has 10,000 friends, but no interactive technology
for a two-way conversation between stakeholders and the company. There
is no Facebook page or links for Project New BAC.
YOUTUBE: BAC has not produced a single video regarding its project. It
has not interviewed executives responsible for project and it has not
defended itself or promoted the project in any way.





Communications documents (e.g. articles,
publications, social media, press releases, etc.) were
reviewed to assess Project New BAC development,
target messaging and public reception.
Media Relations for Project New BAC is ad hoc,
reactive and disorganized. Limited staff and
financial resources are dedicated to the project.
Despite extraordinarily limited communication,
public relations can be implemented successfully if
social media is improved, interactive, coordinated
and timely.





Evaluate Messages with Research
 Shareholders generally do not want banking fees raised, services cut
or jobs lost but:
 Support for Project New BAC is weak
 People are skeptical of its future
 Most agree that something needs to be done
 BAC’s message has been met with outrage by consumers. On
10/1/2011, a $5 monthly usage fee went into effect for debit cards.
Hundreds of protesters were arrested at BAC’s Boston headquarters.
Measure Your Message
 Set milestones
 20 percent increase in the visibility of the term ‘Project New BAC
Phase II’
 Create a baseline
 Compare your research to your baseline
 Use quantitative and qualitative measures



Make Nice with Shareholders & Media


Define BAC’s coalition by analyzing constituencies, including the
media.



‘Know thy enemy’:
Learn their arguments
Listen to their side
Identify issues upon which company and customers can agree



Develop messages around the audience and opposition awareness



Grow, change or adapt P.R. strategy with evolving technology and as
necessary



Direct, interactive and honest communication with the audience



Listen and hear the BAC audience



Utilize Social Media: Supplement traditional media with social media:


Engage in a public conversation through social media.



Invite the public to share a personal BAC story on YouTube or Facebook.



Create a blog and invite people into the NEW BAC Project.



Educate stakeholders on the positive:
 Quality customer service & care
 Trimming bank “fat cat” perks
 The hunt for sound investments



Use social media to turn the narrative away from the “job cuts” to
disciplining and training the “greedy banker” to become morally “fit.”



Interview coalition leaders in investment publications once a defined
message for New BAC is developed.



Research appropriate reporters and bloggers and develop a list of media
contacts, establish respectful, trusting relationships.



Create a strong and succinct message for all levels of the social media
coalition.



Include interviews with Project New BAC principals and outside private
equity experts to help shape concise/clear messaging.



Media strategy to have New BAC Phase II of coverage in targeted
publications as a “fitness plan” for “Fat Cat” BAC Executives”:
 Local business
 National publications (Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, and The

Washington Post)
 Online financial blogs friendly to the idea of trimmed down bank
executives and bad investments.



Employ strategies recommended by David Henderson in Tracy Schario’s YouTube
interview (www.youtube.com/watch?v=tL22i5fOEQ&feature=share):
“It is the responsibility of the communications person in a crisis situation to be the
conscience of the organization . . . If this was our mistake, you have to say it…it might
create that empathy we’re looking for among audiences.”





Group C recommends that BOA acknowledge the mistake in purchasing
Countrywide, and other subsequent blunders that led to massive e job cuts.
Henderson strategy part II from the YouTube interview:
“I can’t think of how many times there’s been some crisis in a major corporation, and
all you get is silence . . . You’ve got to get ahead of it [to] have the best chance of
controlling it . . . Take the news site for your company . . . Register
XYZCorporationNews.com or .org . . . And create that as the news site. Because I’ve
talked with a lot of CEOs, and they see zero asset value in the news sections of their
websites. It’s because they view them as a graveyard for press releases, and it’s
because they’re not interactive, they’re not bringing anything to the table. Create that
[news site] and you can put crisis information there.”







EE Ltd. recommends that BAC create a separate, stand alone website (with links to
a Facebook page, Twitter account, YouTube channel and corporate website to the
news site) for Project New BAC Phase II. On this site, customers, shareholders and
media can find the most updated information, interactive portals such as Skype
town hall-type meetings with Q & A segments, a virtual suggestion box for costsaving and revenue-boosting measures, with a reward system attached to
successful implementation of employee ideas. This measure will provide a single
destination for BAC news and information, ensuring consistent, measurable
messaging, and will generate community dialogue.
Employing lessons learned from Unleashing the Power of PR: A Contrarian’s Guide to
Marketing and Communications (Weiner): “
The Differences Between Strategy and Tactics,” pp. 109 – 116: “In the real world of
public relations, strategic success is accomplished through a special combination of
expert talent, long-term vision, and analytic proficiency, and tactical success is
achieved through superior creativity, dogged execution, and a keen understanding
of the overriding strategy.”
EE Ltd. recommends that BAC focus on the bigger picture of current crisis
management in Phase II of New BAC. BAC needs to control the damage while
analyzing consumer response and making adjustments accordingly, and planning
for the corporations’ future. “Strategy is generalship” (Weiner). This means that
strategists must consider their situation, position of opponents (and key publics),
their place in the financial environment, their corporate strengths and weaknesses,
and they must calculate alternatives, risks, and a timetable for each.







The Team concludes that BOA lacks a central focus on longevity in the
financial sector, and the lack of focus, strategy and tactical measures has
caused public confusion, panic and negative press for BOA.
The Team concludes that BOA must embrace and employ social media
and its swift, effective communication tools in order to rehabilitate its
corporate image and ensure positive, consistent messaging.
Our fimr concludes that BOA employees, shareholders and consumers
feel resentful and taken advantage of (i.e., the $5 debit card usage fee).
Both symbolic and practical gestures are necessary, i.e., upper
management salary, perk and bonus cut-backs (symbolic) and periodic
employee furloughs (practical and stabilizing; both federal and state
governments employ these measures as an alternative to layoffs).

The Media Relations strategy for Project New BAC
must remain malleable and will fail if we insist on one
rigid plan. It is evident, given the arguments both for and
against this plan and the reluctance of PR professionals to
participate, that any firm representing large banks must
be prepared to alter strategy to include choices for the
public such as “opting out” or participating in New
BAC’s conversation. Additionally, it was likely, prior to
the project, that people ignored Bank of America’s
problems until it reached its boiling point. Given an
interactive discussion that pokes fun at the ‘fat cat’
banker is a viable way for stakeholders to embrace
Project New BAC as their own.

